
Longline Fishing Systems 

Now you have choices. 
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The CircleMatic® System 

The highly-successful CircleMatic® system 
combines the catching efficiency of true 

circle hooks with the benefits of automa
tion. 

The CircleMatic® system is available with 
either long storage racks, or portable short 
racks to suit a wide range of vessel ar
rangements. The ability to use #5, #6, or 
#7 circle hooks and the option of using 
swivel gear, add to the versatility of the 
Ci rcleMatic®. 

A wide variety of bait lengths are avail
able at the turn of a dial on the new 
CircleMatic® baiter. Recent refinements also 
include enclosed and easily accessible 
modular knife and conveyor drives for easy 
ma i ntena nee. 

From medium size vessels to the most 
sophisticated factory longliners, Smith 
Berger MARCO CircleMatic® is the choice for 
circle hook fishing. 

CircleMatic Hauler 

CircleMolic Baiter 
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The CircleMatic® system baits 
circle hook sizes shown below 

actual sizes 

M--,.P---/--- Bulwark Rofler 

Offshore Stripper Nose 
LCS551 

LBR507 



Smith Berger can provide longline systems for small 
vessels to factory freezer-longliners using the highly-
efficient circle hook systems. 
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135' freezer-longliner 

Frontier Spirit with 35,000-

hook MARCO Circ/eMatic 

system. 

Both CircleMatic® and Mini-CircleMatic® systems are available 
in a two-deck arrangement as shown above, or in single-deck 
arrangements as pictured below. 

TYPICAL LAYOUT 
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Combination 
Hauler/Unwinder 

Fish Stripper 





System Components 

CircleMatic Baiter LCB615  
Automatically baits true circle hooks 

Mini-CircleMatic Baiter LCB675 
Automatically baits true circle hooks 

Bulwark Roller LBR507 
Mounts to the bulwark for 

trouble free hauling 

Offshore Hauler LHV24 
The primary hauler on 

large vessels 

MarcoMatic Hauler/  
Unwinder LST60CS un-

winds gangions, captures 
hooks onto storage racks 

Offshore Fish Stripper LCS551 removes 
fish and unused bait from hooks as they 

are hauled aboard 

Bait Splitter LBS520 Splits larger, less  
expensive bait to size for Autobaiting  

machines 
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